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This investigation was concerned with the collection of data hy
a systematic procedure for the purpose of evaluating the variability
present in the manufacture of portland cement concrete for highway
pavements. The data were analyzed to provide infor ation concerning
the magnitude of the variance components and to provide information and
illustrate procedures for the establishment of a quality control pro ;ra
which could be used by the Indiana State Highway Commission.
Plastic portland ceme-tt concrete was chosen as the area of
investir.at ion. The specific area was limited to concrete paving projects
under contract in Indiana during the summer months of 1964. Three pavin
g
projects were selected and tests for air content slu-ip and unit weight
were made on the concrete. The projects were chosen on the basis of
their geographic location in the state and the paving schedule of the
contractors. Each project was perform.ed bv a different: contractor all
of whom were operating under the same specification requirements.
Three replicate determinations of each attribute, air content, slu. p
and unit weight were made on r samples obtained on each project. Hence,
for this investigation, 150- individual tests were performed for each test
method on all projects for a total of I4.5O observations. Tests for air
content by pressure meter, air content by Chace meter, slump and unit
weight were performed using standard test procedures.
A team consisting of three men (two test operators and one cleanup
man) collected the field data at each project site.^One operator performed
the slurp and unit weight test while the other operator performed both
tvpes of air tests. The equipment and operators never varied. The
sa-pling began at the start of paving operations for any one day by the
random selection of a batch and then continued throughout the day at
time intervals dictated by the time required for each setup. Six to
ten samples were tested in a day.
The data were recorded in the field and at the completion of the
testing program all data were tabulated and recorded on IBM punchcards.
Information regarding job number, sample number, replicate number, tire
of test and date were also recorded for ease of identification.
The statistical analysis of the data was accomplished using standard
computer progranfs for the analysis of variance, correlation and
distribution. In addition, standard statistical techniques and procedures
ere utilized to determine confidence Limits, control limits and for
testing of significant differences. A majority of the analysis and plotting
of data was accomplished using the IBM 709^- computer system. The
components of variance for site, sample-within-site and error term were
computed based on a factorial design model. In addition, each site was
nnalyzed separately to obtain estimates of the components of variance for
each site. Using the results of the analyses of variance ^-3 control
limits were computed for each attribute measured and control charts developed
to illustrate the use of this quality control procedure. The control
] imits were computed on the basis of values of components of variance that
appeared reasonable in the light of present technology. Since operators
and equipment never varied there is no estimate available of operator or
xi
equipment variability. It is a recognized fact that these variables
may be significant.
. ith the amount of data available and since the tests for air, slump
and i:nit weight on the same sample information regarding correlations
between the tests was obtained. It was determined that significant
correlations existed between several of the methods but that the
predictability was poor.
A tine dependency was observed when the air content was measured
by the pressure meter and an analysis of the difference between replicate
observations was performed. Significant differences were found to exist
between the first and second replicates for all sites and the first and
third replicates for all sites.
Hiring the field portion of the investigation assignable causes
of variation were noted (such as faulty air dispensing equipment) which
increased the variability. The use of a quality control program can
provide evidence that some assignable cause is increasing the variability
beyond that due to chance alone.
INTRODUCTION
This investigation was concerned with the collection of data by
a systematic procedure for the purpose of evaluating the variability
present in the manufacture of portland cenent concrete for highway pave-
ments. The data were analyzed to provide information concerning the
magnitude of the variance components for the Bureau of Publ ic Roads' data
system and to provide information and illustrate procedures for the
establishment of a quality control program that could be used by the
Indiana State Highway Commission.
Over the years many specifications have been evolved through trial
•and error without reference to the actual variability of the product or
process. In theory it is possible to improve the product by narrc.
the specification limits, but if the process itself is incapable of
operating within those limits then they are of little use. It is, as
has been stated, one of the aims of this investigation to obtain estimates
of the variability associated with the manufacturing of fresh portland
ceient concrete for highway pavement.
Specification requirements are of little use unless some means of
testing and control are exerted. With estinar.es of the variability at
hand, it is possible to develop a quality control program based on a
thorough understanding of the capabilities of the process. Also, it is .
possible to establish a realistic system and schedule of acceptance tests,
number of samples, etc.
The construction of a highway may be likened to an industrial
manufacturing process. There is a manufactured product, the highway, and
like industrial production there is a need to control the quality of the
product. This need arises from the desire of the manufacturer, the
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contractor, to produce a product for the purchaser, the State, in the
most economical manner possthle while meeting the specifications for the
product. The purchaser in turn is interested in seeing that he obtains
a quality product.'
Statistical quality control provides a means whereby a manufacturer
can derive maximum benefit from control testing of the manufactured
product. The basic concepts are applicable whether the product be piston
rings or highway pavements. Inherent in statistical analyses is the
ability to make estimates of population parameters from sample statistics
and to associate with these estimates of the probability of being in
error. Using statistical quality control procedures, a manufacturing
process can be investigated to determine the range in values that one
can expect under existing conditions. This information is valuable to
the producer and to the purchaser. It can be used not only in determining
compliance with specifications but also to judge whether the construction
or manufacturing process is capable of producing the product within them.
If existing specifications are unrealistic with respect to an end result
or are economically unattainable, quality control data can provide a
basis for the development of revised standards.
THE BUREAU OF PUELIC ROADS ACTION PLAN
The Bureau o£ Public Roads has, in recent communications to many
of the states, has stressed the need for a statistical approach to
quality control. There are several reasons why quality control is needed.
One is that something more than judgment is frequently needed to support
engineering decisions. In addition, it is difficult, and too often
impossible, to say whether present sampling and testing procedures are
adequate to control a construction project.
On November k and ',-, 19^3 a Quality Control and Compaction Workshop
was held by the Bureau of Public Roads at Homewood, Illinois, with state
personnel from Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Michigan and Wisconsin in
attendance. The purpose of this workshop was to stress the need for
statistical quality control of highway construction and to encourage
the states to develop their own programs to participate in a quality
control study.
It was brought out that the Bureau of Public Roads would organize
sa pi in;; and test in; programs to evaluate the selected criteria and the
states would ra'.e measurements on the various items of representative
acceptable construction. The Bureau of Public Roads, using the data thus
obtained will set up a compilation of variance estimates for many
construction items for use by all state highway departments. It was
pointed out that the Bureau of Public Roads is not proposing this program
in an attempt to institute another level of "record sampling," but rather
to collect information that will be useful to the states in controlling
present construction and which ultimately could be used in the preparation
of better specifications.
The following are step-by-step guide procedures for implementing
the program that were presented for consideration.
Step 1 . Select material or items of construction for which numerical
acceptance limits are to be developed.
Step g . List significant quality characteristics of each material or
iterr. Analyze historical data or otherwise obtain preliminary
estimate of normal variation on which sampling plan will be
based.
Step 3 « Design plan that will insure randomness of sampling. Specify
in detail the methods of sampling and testing on which acceptance
will be based.
Step k . Apply sampling plan to material or item of construction produced
under acceptable rou t ine. conditions and usua l job control. Take
a minimum of 50 samples in duplicate of each of 3 representative
locations.
Step 5 . Divide each duplicate sample into two portions as identical as
possible. (600 portions from the 1^0 duplicate samples)
Step 6 . Obtain measurement of selected characteristics on each portion
of rot' tine methods which will be used in acceptance testing.
Step 7 » F°r each characteristic compute average level, overall variance,
variance due to sampling procedure and variance due to testing
error.
Step 8 . Classify the characteristics with respect to criticality and
multiply the sigma of each characteristic by acceptance tolerance
(T ) appropriate to its classification.
Step ? . Compare limit(s) obtained in Step 8 with existing limits and/or
engineering requirements. Adopt if a reasonable comparison is
obtained. If limits appear too wide, examine sources of variance
to determine if construction or process controls must be tight-
ened, or if variance due to sampling and tests can be reduced.
Step 10 . Apply statistically obtained limits on trial basis concurrently
with governing current specifications. At end of construction
season reviev; results and adopt or revise new type specifications,
Principal areas to be included in the quality control study, also
presented by Bureau of Public Roads at the Homewood Workshop for consider-
ation by the states, were as follows:
AREAS TO BE STUDIED FOR STATISTICAL QUALITY CONTROL
AND TENTATIVE ASSIGNED CLASSIFICATIONS TO VARIOUS
CHARACTERISTICS OF MATERIALS AND PROCESSES
By
The Task Force Group on Statistical Quality Control
Office of Research and Development
U. S. Bureau of Public Roads
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These tables are subject to additions and changes as the project develops,
WORK IN INDIANA
Plastic portland cement concrete was chosen as the area of investigation,
The specific area was limited to concrete paving projects under contract
in Indiana. Tests for air content, slump and unit weight were made on
the plastic portland cement. Air content was determined by using two
different types of air meters. One was of the pressure type and the
other was the Chace air meter. These tests were conducted by a research
team from Purdue University and all tests were made independent of ISHC
control tests.
Three paving projects were selected in cooperation with the ISHC.
Each project was performed by a different contractor. The projects were
chosen on the basis of their geographic location in the state and the
paving schedules of the contractors.
Three replicate determinations of each attribute (slump, air content
and unit weight) were made on fifty samples obtained on each project.
Kence for this investigation 1^0 individual tests were performed for
each test method on all projects for a total of 45O observations over
the three projects. The replicate determinations were selected rather
than two samples tested twice from each location because of the time
involved in making a test and the number of different tests being performed.
On each paving project sampling began at the start of paving
operations for any one day by the random selection of a batch and then
continued throughout the day at time intervals dictated by the time required
for each set-up. It is considered that this provided a random procedure
that eliminated bias in the sampling procedure. The time for each set-up
varied considerably because of variations in the distance from sampling
point, and ease of movement of equipment. A typical set-up from start to
finish required approximately one hour.
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The data were collected during the summer construction season of
196^. The raw data were placed on IBM punch cards with appropriate coding
to indicate job number, sample number, replicate number, time of test
anddate test was made. The data were analyzed using standard statistical
techniques and procedures. The IBM 709^ computer was utilized in the
data analysis.
FIELD PROCEDURES AND TESTING
After^he four tests had been selected (air content by both pressure
meter and Chace meters, slump and unit weight) equipment and personnel
were organized. It was quite obvious at the outset that the whole operation
had to be a highly mobile one. The equipment had to be transported to
each of the three projects and then moved along the paving operation
from test point to test point. It was felt the best way to handle the
problem was through the use of a pick-up truck. Upon request, the
Indiana State Highway Commission provided a maintenance pick-up for use
during July and August of I96U. The truck was outfitted with a few
attachments to facilitate the testing program. A plywood box was bolted
to the body of the truck and used for storage of various small items such
as tamping rods, trowels, etc. It was also noted that the testing program
would he such that it would be necessary to have a supply of water on hand
at all tines. A 55 gallon drum with a hose and spiget attached was
strapped to the left side of the truck body. This drum proved to be
quite handy and made the operation extremely self sufficient.
With the equipment and vehicle in order, job sites were selected.
Each site selected was selected on the basis of geographic location in
the state and on the basis of their paving schedules. (Since the testing
program was limited to the summer months of l^Ch only sites with paving
in progress were considered). As soon as a site was selected, a team of
operators went to the site to begin the "testing program. The teams
consisted of two men for the first site and a part of the second but was
expanded to three men for the remainder of the second site and all of
the third. The two persons doing the actual testing were never changed,
and they performed the same tests throughout the whole research project.
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Operator A performed the slump and unit weight tests while Operator B
performed both types of air content tests.
The site was surveyed to determine where and how to begin the testing
program. Also, pertinent information was obtained as to the mix being
used, sources and types of materials, any correction factors and other
data needed for the testing. All this information was duly recorded.
The testing of a single sample of concrete required anywhere from
30 minutes to an hour and fifteen minutes. Four different tests were
performed in triplicate on each sample so there was little time to waste
before the concrete would begin to stiffen. Since the testing time
varied depending on whether there were two or three men, the follow ing
discussion will use a time of one hour per sample with three men working.
After some experience, this procedure became a highly efficient operation.
All the testing was performed on the right side of the forms in
the direction of pouring (see Figure l). The dual-drum pavers and
auxiliary equipment were located on the median side and a set-up there
would mean disturbing the concreting operations. The one guiding principal
was to stay completely out of the way of the paving operations. Working
on Che right shoulder created one problem in that this was where the
contractor normally laid out his steel. In some cases this neant a
longer wheelbarrow run or, where the subbase was especially wide, working
to the right of the steel. Figure . shows the set-up as it was located
between the sheets of steel mesh on the shoulder. It was more convenient
to conduct the test at or near these openings which occurred at each
contraction joint.
II
FIG. 1 PICTURE OF PAVING OPERATIONS
Figure 1 is a view looking down the right shoulder with the paving
train heading toward the camera. In the middle left side of this picture
is the testing team. This figure illustrates how far away from the
paving operation the team was and the small disturbance it caused the
paving.
The set-up for the testing was placed as close to the forms as was
possible without interference. The set-up took about 5 minutes and
required placing three square pieces of plywood and positioning the
testing equipment. The plywood served as working platforms for the scale,
slump tests and air tests.
After setting up there normally was a short wait of approximately
5 minutes to allow the paving train to catch up to the team. The batch
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selection was arbitrarily chosen by the testing team and upon request
the mixer operator would place the batch on the subbase near the testing
set-up.
Concrete was sampled from the batch which had been deposited on
the grade. The sample of fresh concrete was placed in a wheelbarrow and
a large pan. Due to the type and number of tests to be performed,
approximately three cubic feet of concrete were required for each sample.
The sample was obtained before the batch was spread by the first spreader
in the case of an operation using twin-barrel mixes and after the initial
spread in the case of a central mix operation. The distance between
samples was quite arbitrary and depended upon how far the paving train
progressed between set-ups and how long it took the team to perform the
tests. The sampling operation required approximately 5 minutes at the most,
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With the concrete sample having been obtained, the tests themselves
were performed. Both Operators A and B started simultaneously performing
their respective tests. The equipment was positioned so the testing
could begin immediately to provide the maximum amount of time before the
concrete began to stiffen. Operator B immediately started performing
the air content test by the pressure method while Operator A started
on the slump tests. These tests were performed in accordance with ASTM
standards and later will be described in greater detail. With both
operators working together, the three slump tests could be performed
while one pressure air content and half of another could be done. Each
slump test required approximately 5 minutes while an air pressure test
required 10 minutes to be performed. (These times include cleaning of
equipment). Figure 3 shows the testing already in progress.
•--.:
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As soon as Operator A was finished with the slump tests, lie immediately
started in on the unit v;eight tests. Each unit weight test required
approximately 8 minutes to be performed.
After Operator B completed the three air content by pressure meter
tests, the three air content by Chace meter tests were begun.
The Chace air test can be performed quickly, the three tests taking
no nore than 10 minutes. The testing progran worked out quite well.
Both operators usually managed to complete their respective tests at or
about the same time.
While the tests were being performed there was a constant problem
of cleaning the equipnent for the next battery of tests. Each operator
had a '} gallon bucket of water with which to rinse off the test apparatus.
Also, there was excess concrete to get rid of. This was the job of the
third ran . The tested concrete was thoroughly dispersed over the shoulder
and slope with all big clods of concrete being broken up. Concrete was
tested only once, the portion of concrete used in the air test was not
re-used for the slump or other tests.
After the tests were completed, the testing set-up had to be torn
down, placed on the truck and driven up the grade to the next testing
site. The truck was kept as close as possible to the set-up so as to
facilitate loading and unloading of equipnent. The wheelbarrow and pan
were cleaned thoroughly after each sample to avoid intermingling of
samples. Most of the equipment was reloaded on the truck except the
wheelbarrow, shovels and pan. This latter equipment was wheeled up to
the next test area. At the next test area the truck was unloaded and
equipment was set-up thus starting the cycle all over again. The tear-
down and transportation phases required about 5 minutes.
15




3 Pressure tests 30 min. 3 slump = 15 min.
3 Chace tests 10 min. 3 unit wt. tests 25 min.
Tear down 5 min.
60 min.
Test Descriptions
The concrete tests were all performed in accordance with test methods
of the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTK)-
The pressure air meter used was a Techkote White Air Meter chosen
because of its compactness and ease of use. This meter is not in complete
accordance with ASTM as the lid is not curved as specified in ASTM
C 231 -6f . The test was performed by placing the concrete in the material
container in three layers. Uach layer was rodded 25 times and the excess
concrete was struck off. The strike-off was accomplished in 2 or 3 passes
and no effort was made to obtain a mortar-smooth finish as it is not
necessary for the test. After the container lip was cleaned, the lid
v;as secured in place and water added until bubbles ceased rising out of
the center petcock. Pressure was built up in the pressure chamber by
means of the hand pump and the dial needle was set on the initial mark.
Air pressure was then released onto the concrete and the gross air content
directly read off the dial. This gross air content was adjusted by an
aggregate correction factor determined in advance for each project.
Two meters were taken along on the all field work with one being a backup
for the other. The meters were carefully calibrated before each project
and carefully cleaned at the end of each day's testing.
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The Chace Meter was a Concrete Air Indicator Model CT-I58 as
produced by Soiltest Incorporated. These meters are quite fragile and
so three of them were made available for the program. The cup was
filled with mortar paste exclusive of any particles greater than those
passing a No. 10 sieve. The excess mortar was struck off with a trowel.
Holding a finger over the stem opening, a solution of water and 20 percent
isopropyl alcohol was poured in the large end of the meter. The rubber
stopper with the filled mortar cup was inserted in the large stem end.
The meter was inverted and isopropyl alcohol added to adjust the liquid
level to the top line of the small stem. Placing a finder over the small
sterj, the meter was rolled and rocked until all the mortar had dispersed
into the liquid. After the mortar was dispersed, the finger was carefully
removed from the small stem and the number of graduations that the liquid
had fallen were counted. For this type of meter each graduation represents
1 percent of air for sone specific mortar content of the concrete. For
concretes having different mortar contents, this figure was to be corrected.
The manufacturer supplied the necessary correction factors with the meters.
The slump test was performed in accordance with ASTM C IU3-58. The
slump cone was filled in three layers of equal volumes with each layer
being rodded °S tines. The top was struck off and, after cleaning the
area immediately around the cone, the cone was pulled in a smooth, steady
motion. The test was performed on an eye-level piece of plywood, and
the slump was measured with a carpenter's rule using the cone itself
and a straight rod. The slump was measured to the average height of the
slumped concrete.
The unit weight test was performed in accordance to ASTM C 138-63*
A one-half cubic foot bucket was used which was calibrated before the
testing began. The concrete was placed in the bucket in three layers
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with each layer being rodded 25 times. The top was carefully struck
off with a strike-off bar and the bucket plus concrete were weighed
on a platform scale. The scale was on a piece of plywood which was
laved down and leveled by eye. The empty bucket was weighed at the
start of each day's testing so as to have an accurate tare weight.
The results of the tests were recorded on data forms along with
other pertinent information such as time of test, station and weather
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FIG. 5 DATA SHEET FOR SLUMP AND UNIT WEIGHT
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ANALYSIS OF DATA
At the completion of the testing program all data were tabulated
and recorded on IBM punch cards. Information regarding job number,
sample number, replicate number, time of test and date was coded and
placed on the punch cards along with the appropriate data for ease of
identification. The statistical analysis of the data was accomplished
using standard computer programs for analysis of variance, correlation
and distribution. In addition, standard statistical techniques and
procedures were utilized to determine confidence limits, control limits
and in significance testing. A majority of the analyses and plotting
of data was accomplished using the IBM ,'09^—1^10 computer system.
The data collected from each of the four tests (air content by
pressure meter, air content by Chace meter, slump and unit weight) were
analyzed separately and the sum of squares, mean squares and standard
deviations conputed for each test met'iod. The first analysis was based
upon a 2-factor factorial design model with three replicate observations
for one factor (samples). In addition, correlation coefficients were
determined for all combinations of the above mentioned tests. Sample
means were used in the correlations and data plotting.
In the development of a quality control program it is necessary to
obtain data from a process which is "in control," that is, from a process
in which the variability is due to chance causes alone and not to
assignable causes. From observations in the field, such as noting obvious
errors in air-entraining agent content, water content, etc. it can be
said that at certain times a portion of the variability noted in the
present investigation was due to assignable errors. For this reason a
one-way analysis of variance was conducted for each site separately in
addition to the factorial analysis.
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In certain of the analyses it was noted that the magnitude of the
variance components differed from site to site. Analyzing the data for
each site separately allows the computation of these variance components
and makes it possible to compare the magnitude of the components from
site to site. A factorial analysis averages the variances from the
three sites and hence if at one or two sites the process is out of control,
there is no estimate available for the variance of an in control process.
In fact the factorial analysis is invalid if the variances are not
homogeneous (i.e., variances are not statistically equal).
The factorial analyses have been included in this report for the
purpose of illustrating this type of statistical procedure. If other
variables such as operator or equipment were included is an investigation
the factorial design model could be used in the analysis of the data.
It should be noted that operators and testing equipment were not
considered as variables in this investigation. Only one operator and
one piece of testing equipment was used throughout the investigation for
each test method. This necessarily limits the interpretation of the data.
The values of standard deviations and confidence limits cannot be applied
directly to a project on which several operators and several pieces of
testing equipment are used.
As a sample was tested in the field for air content by the pressure
meter, a time dependency was observed. This led to testing the differences
between replicates and calculation of the correlation coefficient associated
with the third pressure replicate versus the sample mean of the Chace
tests. Results of this phase of the investigation will be discussed in
a later section.
The test results were also used to illustrate techniques and
procedures that may be employed in a quality control program. Control
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limits are illustrated along with the use of tolerance limits, in the
section on Quality Control.
For simplicity and ease in handling the large amount of data, a
discussion of each test method will be presented separately. Sections
concerning correlations and quality control applications follow. A
tabulation of the raw data collected in the field is presented in
Appendix A. Appendix B contains data plots of sample means while
Appendix C contains the basic statistical computations.
Fie ld Observations
Dual-drum, pavers were used on Sites 1 and 3 while a central mix
plant was in operation on Cite ?_. These were quite different sets of
conditions depending on the type of paving operation being employed. The
basic difference between the sites was the method of mixing with all
other operations being essentially the same.
Each r.ethod of paving had its own characteristics of control with
respect to frequency of adjustment. Quite often with the dual-drum
pavers the water valve was adjusted and readjusted to allow more or less
water into each batch. This yielded many batches that were alternately
wet or dry. This variability in water content per batch was due also
to the use of dry and wet batches of aggregate.
In the central mix project there were fewer adjustments. The plant
was started up and checked at the start of the project but then almost
complete reliance was placed on the automatic features of the plant. Thus,
there was less checking and less control of the concrete. The major problem
was control of air content. By the time a low air content was noticed
and a message relayed to the plant to make the necessary changes, many
concrete trucks were either dumping or already on their way to the grade
with their 8 cubic yards of concrete. There was a large lag-time between
catching a low air reading and effecting a correction. This was an
unfortunate characteristic of the operation.
On the sites studied there seemed to be a lack of dependable
autoratic air entraining agent dispensers. The one used on the central
mix plant was timed to squirt agent into the mixing water as the water
was fed into the drum. As a consequence, the time setting on the agent
dispenser could not be set for longer than the time setting on the water
dispenser. This limited the amount of agent that could be introduced
into the mix and did prove to be a problem for the contractor until the
agent was added manually. A new, different automatic dispenser was
ordered to replace the old one but the team was not on the site long
enough to check its effectiveness.
On the dual-drum pavers there was no way of determining readily when
the supply of air entraining agent was exhausted. There was always a
possibility of the mixer running out of agent with the concrete operations
continuing since it was not obvious whether there was any agent left or
not. (As a possible remedy, some sort of meter should be fixed to check
the level of agent in the tank). Since at all sites air entrained cement
was being used, there was little danger of having zero air content.
It was noticed that the less the paving operation is changed, the
more constant the concrete product is. This was quite evident at Site 3
where very few adjustments were made in the way of water content, air
entraining agent or batch changes. This fact is substantiated by the
statistical analysis. Site 3 has the best grouping of data and distribution
of results.
2k
Air Content by Pressure Meter
The analysis of variance, hereafter referred to as the ANOV, for
the air content measured by pressure meter is presented in Table 26
(see Appendix C). The sources of variation as determined by the factorial
model are: site-to-site variation, sanple-within-site variation and the
error term. Table 1 presents a summary of the statistical analysis results
based upon a factorial design model.
A standard test for significance, the F-test, indicates that at the
0.05 Q-level (probability of rejecting the hypothesis when it is true)
the site-to-site variation is not significant but the sample-within-site
variation is significant. The concrete is manufactured in batches a-id
a sample comes from a single batch, hence the sample-within-site variation
is a measure of the batch-to-batch variation. Therefore, at an a -level
of 0.05 the batch means are different.
1 ben first viewed, these results may appear to be reversed from what
one would expect. However, consider the manufacturing process. The
sanple-within-site variation is the batch to batch variation for a
particular site. Changes in moisture content of the aggregate, adjust-
ments in the amount of water per batch and adjustments in the amount of
air-entraining agent can occur from batch-to-batch and one would expect
the air content to change. Site-to-site variation would also be expected
to be significant (different).
It is necessary to understand the composition of the site-to-site
variance, or in statistical terms, the expected mean square (EMS) components
p p
of variance. The EMS from Table 26 (see Appendix C.) is la ^ + 3a n +
' e sample
2 P P
150 a ... ) for the site to site component; (a + 3o •, ) forsite' ^ v 6 sample 7
the sample-within-site component and a "~ for the error term.
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o
The error term (a ) is observed to be small in comparison to the sample-
? 2
within-site term (o + 3<J ) leading to the conclusion that sample-
within-site variation is significant or that sample means are different.
a
"~ term is large compared to the o" . term and when a significance
s s ite
p o o 2 2
test is performed: (c + 3°" ^ + 150 a . ) (a
'" + 3a ) the site-to-
6 s s Ite € s
site component is determined not significant. If the distribution of
sample means was smaller (i.e. a smaller) and a remained the same, a
significance test might indicate the site-to-site component significant.
In other words distribution of sample means is so large that it over-
shadows the spread among site means.
The distribution of air content for all sites measured by the pressure
meter is shown in figure 6. Values tabulated are sanple means. The over-
all mean air content is U.ij-0 percent. The distribution over all sites
approximates a normal distribution. Figures 7 , 8 and 9 show the
distributions for each individual site. Sites 1 and 3 show some tendency
towards normality but for Site 2 the distribution is definitely not normal.
This nay be accounted for by the fact that a number of difficulties arose
with the plant operation on Site 2. The aggregate varied considerably
in its moisture content and a number of failures occurred in the air
entraining agent dispensing equipment. These factors combined to produce
a large range in air contents and a non-normal distribution.
A summary of results from statistical analyses is presented in
Table 1. The observed error term is 0.079» °* from a practical view-
point 0.1$ indicating that an error of 0.1'i can occur in the air content
determination due to chance alone. Placing 95$ confidence limits on the
site mean gives a range within which we are 95^ confident the true site
mean lies. For example, the mean for Site 1 is k.k&fc, therefore, we are
95$ confident that the true site mean lies between U.28$ and U.68$.
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TABLE 1
SUMMARY OF RESULTS FROM STATISTICAL ANALYSES - FACTORIAL MODEL
AIR CONTENT BY PRESSURE METER-PERCENT
VALUES OF AIR CONTENT
LOCATION Sample Mean
Mean ]Minimum Maximum
Site 1 k.kS 3-03 5-70
Site 2 k.2l 2.63 5-93
Site 3 *. c l 3-26
'
5.36
All Sites k.ko 2.63 5.93
Standard Deviation (All Sites)
1) Site 0.10
anple Mean* O.lo
3) Sample Within Site O.69
Error Term (All Sites) 0.079
95$ Confidence Limits




* Consists of variation due to variance among determinations but not
among samples.
Plots of the sanple means for each site are presented in Figures
37, 38 and 39 (see Appendix B).
As mentioned previously, it was observed that assignable causes
in several instances added to the measured variation and hence a one-
way ANOV was performed on each test method for each site separately. A
summary of the results are presented in Table 2.
If the mean square terms (MS) for the three sites as analyzed
separately are averaged, the resulting average is equal to the corresponding
mean square as determined by the ANOV of the factorial model. This
provides a check as to the accuracy of the computation and illustrates
how the mean square terms are related.
Note the differences in the Mean Square terms (MS) and the standard
deviations from site to site.
TABLE 2
ONE-WAY ANOV
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df MS F EMS
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Air Content by Chace Meter
The ANOV for air content by Chace meter is presented in Table 27
(see Appendix C). The statistical sources of variation are the same
as those associated with the pressure meter. A summary of results from
the statistical analyses is presented in Table 3* It should be noted
that air contents by the Chace meter were determined in the field to
the nearest one-half percent. Corrections for mortar content of the mix
were computed and the appropriate adjustment made in the air content.
The calculations in the statistical analysis portion of the investigation
were carried to hundredths of percent for purposes of handling the
computation and for comparison to other tests.
The F-tests indicate that both site-to-site components and sample-
within-site components are significant. This is in contrast to the
previously discussed pressure meter results where the site-to-site components
were not significant. The standard deviations computed for the Chace
test are 0.11 percent for the site means and 0.3? percent for the sample
means. It may be noted that the standard deviation for the Chace meter
sample means is twice that of the pressure meter. Again it is pointed
out that air contents by Chace meter are determined to the nearest one-
half percent in the field and that the Chace test might well be used as
an indicator of the. relative air content but not as a test to determine
the precise air content. The sample-within-site standard deviation is
0.69 percent which is the same as the pressure meter.
A histogram showing the distribution of air content by the Chace
meter for all sites is presented in Figure 10. The values plotted are
sample means. This distribution does approach a normal distribution,
but an interesting observation may be made. The figure shows three
distinct small peaks. These peaks occur at the mean Chace air content
3k
TABLE 3
SUMMARY OF RESULTS FROM STATISTICAL ANALYSES - FACTORIAL MODEL
AIR CONTENT BY CHACE METER
VALUES OF AIR CONTENT
LOCATION Sample Mean
Mean Minii uti Maximum
Site 1 4.52 2.47 7-30
Site 2 3.92 2.53 5-63
Site 3 5.05 3-96
All Sites k.k3 2.47 7.30
Standard Deviation (All Sites)
1) Site 0.11
£ ) Sample Mean* 0.32
3) Sample Within Site O.69
Error Term (All Sites) 0.30
95$ Confidence Limits
1) Site + 0.21
2) Sample Means + 0.62
* Consists of variation due to variance among determinations but not
among samples.
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for each site or If one were to locate the means of each site on Figure 10,
they would fall at each peak. This does not happen in the case of
pressure meter results as Figure 6 clearly shows. The pressure meter
distribution is nearer to a normal distribution. The distribution for
Chace is more disperse, thus showing its higher variability as indicated
by the higher standard deviation calculated for sample means.
From Table 3 the site to site standard deviation is O.yjc. Confidence
limits placed on the site mean indicate that there is a confidence of
95$. that the time mean lies between X . + 0.2$ and X . - 0.2$. Also,^^ site site
the 95$ confidence limits on a sample mean is X ., _ 0.6$. This last' r sample r
figure is interesting when it is compared to the pressure meter results.
In the analysis of the pressure meter data 95$ confidence limits were
determined to be X , 0.3$ (Table l). This, once a«ain indicates
sample ' '
the pressure air content test to be statistically more reliable than the
Chace test.
Data plots for the Chace meter for each site are presented in
Figure 40, 4-1 and k-2 (see Appendix B). If one were to compare the three
sites in an effort to check dispersion of data, Site 3 stands out as
being more consistent than the other two sites. This is true because
there were few adjustments made in the air entraining agent and also less
changing of the water content. Site 2 shows a sort of 'sinusoidal" shape
indicating trends which were not immediate but occurred over a number
of samples. The pressure air content data plot Figure 38 also substantiates
this. Site 2 was a central mix project and this operation had difficulties
with its air dispenser which resulted in the distribution shown in Figure 8.
Site 2 also has the greatest amount of dispersion of the three sites.
As in the pressure meter analysis, a one-way ANOV was conducted,
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occur in the MS and standard deviation terms from site to site. As in
the pressure method analysis, the within Sample Means Square term for
Site 1 is at least twice that of Sites 2 and 3 which are very nearly equal.
Slump Test
The ANOV for the slump test is presented in Table 28 (see Appendix c).
The sources of variation (site-to-site variation, sample-within-site and
error terms) are the same used for the two air content tests. Table 5
gives a summary of the statistical analysis of the slump phase of this
investigation for the factorial model.
The F-test indicates that at a 0.05 a -level the site-to-site variation
is not significant but the sanple-within-site variation is. This is what
would be expected in light of the characteristics of the slump test.
The slump test is a measure of water content and therefore will vary as
the water content varies. The more one changes the adjustment on the
water indicator of a mixer the more the slump should change. In the light
of this, one would expect Site 2, the central mix project, to show the
least variation in slump. A look at Figures 43, 44 and 4S (Appendix B)
bears out this presumption, both the dual-drum paver sites show more
spread in slump than Site 2. In the central mix operation there were
relatively few changes in water content compared to the operations using
dual -drum pavers.
The distribution of slump for all sites is presented in Figure 11.
The values therein plotted are sample means. The histogram shows a close
grouping of data which is a tight, almost normal, distribution. The over-
all mean of the slump is, for all practical purposes, three inches.
Figures 12, 13 and 14 show the distribution of slump for each individual
site. There is a slight tendency for each site to approximate a normal
39
TABLE 5
SUMMARY OF RESULTS FROM STATISTICAL ANALYSIS - FACTORIAL MODEL
SLUMP
VALUES OF AIR CONTENT
LOCATION Sample Mean
Mean Minimum Maximum
Site 1 3-00 0.58 7.25
Site 2 3.09 1-33 5-67
Site 3 3-03 0.75 7.25
All Sites 3-OU 0.58 7-25
Standard Deviation (All Sites)
1) Site Q.Ik
2) Sample Mean* 0.21
3) Sample Within Site 0-98
Error Term (All Sites) 0.14
95$ Confidence Limits (All Sites)
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1*5
distribution which becomes more pronounced when all three sites are
lumped in Figure 11. The histogram for Site 2 is tighter than those
for Sites 1 and 3 which substantiates what was said above concerning
the central mix plant.
The 95$ confidence limits on the site mean are _ 0.3a while 955
confidence limits on the sample mean are _ 0.l+$>. Also, in Table 3 the
minimum and maximum values are presented thus showing the extreme limits
encountered. Site 2 had the smallest range in slump values, i.e., it
exhibited both the highest minimum and lowest maximum slump
„
Plots of sample means for slump are presented in Figures 4-3, ^
and li 5 (see Appendix B).
As in the previous analyses, a one-way ANOV was performed on the
slump data for each site and a summary of these results are presented
in Table 6. Note that the between sample standard deviation is lowest
for Site 2 bearing out the observation made from the factorial analysis
that the variances for Site 2 were smaller, i.e. Site 2 exhibited better
control as far as slump measurements were concerned.
Unit Weight
The distribution of unit weight from all sites is presented in
Figure 15- As with the other three test methods, sites, sample-within-
site and the error term were the components of variation. Noting the
site means and comparing these with the histogram it can be seen that
the three peaks in the overall distribution correspond very closely to the
three site means. Evidently changes in materials from site to site cause
a definite and obvious shift in the individual site distributions that
is reflected in the overall distribution.
A summary of the results from the statistical analysis is presented
in Table 7. From Table 29 (see Appendix C), it was determined by F-tests
46
that both the site component and the sample-within-site component are
significant. The site component is highly significant- as would be expected
since from site-to-site the aggregate used varied in specific gravity
and the unit weight reflected this change.
The observed error term (Table 7 ) is 1.15 lbs. indicating that a
unit weight determination can have an error of 1.15 lbs. due to chance
alone. The 95* confidence limits on the sample mean are _ 1.2 lbs.
(i.e. 95$ confident that the true mean lies between X , _ 1.2 lbs.).x '" sample '
This shows that there is a great deal of variability involved in the
performance of this test. This wide range might be due to variation of
air content, water content of concrete or the amount of stiffness allowed
to occur before testing. The longer the concrete is allowed to set, the
more difficult it will be to compact it into the yield bucket. This also
may lead to large voids of entrapped air in the stiffening concrete.
The data plots for the unit weight are presented in \ igures 46, 1*7
and 40 (see Appendix B).
As in the analysis of the other three test methods, a one-way ANOV
was performed on the unit weight data and a summary of the results are
tabulated in Table 8. Site 2 exhibits a greater variability than do
Sites 1 and 2. This is consistent with the observations made on the
results of the analysis of air content data and is what would be expected
since variations in air content cause the unit weight to vary accordingly.
^7
TABLE 7
SUMMARY OF RESULTS FROM STATISTICAL ANALYSIS - FACTORIAL MODEL
UNIT WEIGHT
VALUES OF AIR CONTENT
LOCATION Sample Mean
Mean Minimum Maximum
Site 1 148.21 U+5. 35 150.17
Site 2 150.35 11+3.11 15 2. 86
Site 3 11+7-16 H+1+.71 l-.-. 5
All Sites 1W .57 ll+U.71 152.86
Standard Deviation (All Sites)
1) Site 0.15
: ) Sample Mean* 0.62
3) Sample Within Site O.89
Error Term (All Sites) 1.15
95^ Confidence Limits (All Sites)
1) Site t 0.30
2) Sample Means * 1.21
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Correlations
With the amount of data available and since the tests for air,
slump and unit weight were made on the same sar.ple it was considered
advantageous to obtain information regarding correlations between the
tests. Table 9 presents a summary of this work. Significant correlations
were found between the pressure meter air content test and the Chace
meter air content test as well as with unit weight. Since both the
pressure meter and the Chace meter measure air content and the air content
influences the unit weight of this concrete, these significant correlations
were expected. Also, there was a correlation between air content measured
bv the pressure test and slump, however, the correlation coefficient is
not large. The correlation between air content by Chace meter and slump
is not significant.
The correlation coefficients presented are the "r" values and even
though significant correlations do exist there is a large amount of
scatter. The predictability is relatively poor in a number of the
correlations. It should also be noted that the horizontal and vertical
scales of the scatter diagrams are different. This difference in scales
should be considered when observing the scatter diagram.
The correlation between air content measured by the Chace meter and
unit weight is highly significant. This is in agreement with the significant
correlation between air content by the pressure meter and unit weight
previously noted. The correlation coefficients are negative indicating
that as air content increases unit weight decreases. Both Chace air
content vs. slump and slump vs. unit weight are not significant. Figures
16 to 21 are scatter diagrams overall sites for the correlation portion
of the investigation. Also, included are scatter diagram for pressure
51
TABLE 9









Pressure v. Chace 3.29
Pressure v. Slump 0.3368 4.3516 3.29
Pressure v. Unit Wt. -0.5491 8.6351 3.29
Chace v
.
Slump 0.1296 1.5900 3.29
Chace v. Unit Wt. -0.644-5 10.2540 3.29

















0.7288 7.3744 3.51 Highly Significant
3 0.7247 7.2861 3.51 Highly Significant








0.5 or less Very poor
Hughes, C. S., Enrick, N. L. and Dillard, J. H., "Applications of Some
Statistical Techniques to Experiment in Highway Engineering", Virginia
Council of Highway Investigations and Research in Cooperation with the
U.S. Bureau of Public Roads, February 1964.
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vs. Chace for each site. Table 10 shows the confidence limits placed
on the correlation coefficients.
TABLE 10
CONFIDENCE LIMITS ON CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS, ALL SITES
r Limits
Pressure vs. Chace 0.6060 O.U9 to 0.70
Pressure vs. Slump O.3368 0.22 to 0.51
Pressure vs. Unit Weight -0.5^91 -O.65 to -0A2
Chace vs. Slump O.I296 -O.Oh to 0.29
Chace vs. Unit Weight -O.6UU5 -O.jk to -0-52
Slump vs. Unit ..eight -O.I856 -0.33 to -0.015
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Differences Between Replicate Observations
As mentioned before, a time dependency was observed when the air
content was measured by the pressure meter. As a result, an analysis
of the difference between replicate observations was performed. Table 11
presents a summary of this analysis. The differences between replicate 1
and replicate 2 is significant at the 0.05 CT-level for all three sites.
This is also true for the difference between replicate 1 and replicate 3.
Replicate 2 and replicate 3 difference are not significant except in
the case of Site 1 where the results are extremely close to the borderline.
These results indicate that signal change in air content occurred between
the first and second replicate.
As a consequence of this tinding, correlation analyses of the third
pressure reading versus the mean of the Chace meter was made. The mean
of the Chace was used since these air contents were taken immediately
after the third pressure reading and the time involved for three Chace
readings is small. The correlation coefficients for each site and over
all three sites are shown in Table 12. A comparison of these coefficients
with those of the mean pressure versus the mean Chace show that a general
trend to a lower coefficient for the case of third pressure versus the
mean of the Chace meter reading. Considering the results of the analysis
of differences, a higher correlation could be expected. One possible
answer to the apparent contradiction is that the Chace meter air contents
are measured to only the nearest one-half percent while the pressure meter
readings are to the nearest one-tenth percent. A more realistic comparison
might be to round the pressure meter readings to the nearest one-half
percent and then make the analyses.
Basically the analysis of the differences indicates statistically
significant changes in air content measured with the pressure meter as
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a function of time. However, the correlation of the third pressure meter
reading with the mean of the Chace meter readings is inconclusive in this
aspect of the analysis.
6k
TABLE 11
SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS OF DIFFERENCES
BETWEEN REPLICATE OBSERVATIONS
SITE OBSERVATION d S t = - t K Significant
DIFFERENCES
X - X 0.256 0.03727 2.01 Yes
Xj - X 0.393 0.07365 5-40 2.01 Yes
X., - X 0.142 0.07" .0 2.01 Yes
Xj - X
g
0.13o 0.0M+52 3-05 i .01 Yes
X. - X, 0.100 0.0501+9 3.76 2.01 Yes
1 j
X - X 0.05U 0.03360 1. ! .01 No




Q 0.302 0.03619 6. 1+1 2.01 Yes
X
g
- X 0.02'+ 0.02J+67 0.97 2.01 No
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TABLE 12
TABULATION OF CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS, r








It is important to understand that a quality control system depends
upon the data used to establish the system. Control procedures therefore
are no better than the data used to establish them and it is obviously
necessary to obtain this data in some manner. There are two approaches
to this problem. One approach is to rely on past data, data collected
by examining records of construction, etc. The other approach sets out
to obtain the data required via a preliminary testing program.
There are several problems associated with using past data. One
of the most obvious is lack of reliability. The possibility is always
present that only test results that met specifications were recorded.
This situation may not arise out of desire to falsify records but rather
from a conscientious effort to maintain good control in the field. For
example, a situation may arise when something in the manufacturing process
goes awry, an acceptance test is made which detects the error and
appropriate steps are taken to correct the situation following which
another test on the product is made and recorded. The testing has served
its purpose, an error was detected and corrected, but only the last test
result recorded .
For statistical evaluation of the process, the out-of-specification
result is just as important as the within specification result if a
realistic estimate is to be made of the variation. For this reason the
second method of obtaining the so called historical, or past data, is
used when there is a scarcity of information or there is reason to suspect
the past data. This investigation is of the second type and operated
independent of acceptance sampling.
It should be noted at this point that there are certain limitations
associated with the results of this investigation. Only one operator and
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one piece of testing equipment were utilized for each test method
conducted. There is, therefore, no estimate available of operator or
equipment variability. It is a recognized fact that these variables
may be significant. Another limitation arises from the fact that only
three sites were checked and these were all interstate-type construction.
In the preceding section entitled Analysis of Data, the measures
of central tendency and components of variability have been presented.
The problem is to now apply these results to establish a realistic
quality control program that may be implemented and used in the field.
The data plots in Appendix B show the fluctuation of the sample
means. The variability of the product, plastic portland cement concrete,
is represented by these fluctuations. One method of quality control
is to establish control limits based on the data at hand and to use
these limits to "control the quality" on future jobs. It is of no
practical value to place the calculated limits on the data plots of the
sites investigated since the calculated limits are based on fie neasured
variability of those sites and therefore practically all of the data
would fall within these limits.
For purposes of illustration, a variation that is considered to be
reasonable from analysis of the data will be used and the use of control
limits demonstrated in the following pages. A point should be made here
concerning the distribution of the sample means. It is possible that the
population of sample means is not normally distributed and normality is
one of the assumptions underlying the concepts of control limits. If
subgroups of k or 5 are "sed, the central limit theorem comes into play
and the normalization effects is fairly strong. It is therefore better
at tiines to use "moving means" in constructing control charts.
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There are basically three types of control charts that are of use
in the application of statistical quality control to the manufacture
of fresh portland cement concrete. These charts are the X-charts,
R-chart and the a-chart. All three have one thing in common which is
the graphic representation of variation from point to point (i.e., sample
to sample). An objective of using one or a combination of these charts
is to keep track of the process so that some type of corrective action
may be taken whenever the process goes"out of control" or a trend toward
the control limits, indicating the possibility that an assignable cause
is adding to the variation.
In concept, the control limits form a hand within which fluctuations
in the measured values are due to random or chance variation in the process.
Observations falling outside the linits so set cannot be explained by
chance causes alone and hence must be due to an assignable cause or a
change occurring in the process. For example, having estimates of the
components of variability associated with air content determinations,
control limits may be computed and a control chart drawn. The air contents
are plotted on the chart as the samples are tested during the manufacturing
of the portland cement concrete. As the process proceeds, it may be
noted that the air contents be; r,in to decrease and fall outside the lower
limit, hence, some assignable cause should be responsible for this change.
A check of the process may show a defective dispenser, a change in sand
gradation or some other recognizable cause that has resulted in the process
going out of control. ..hen tli is cause has been identified and corrective
action taken, the process should again come into control.
If specifications have been written so that maximum and minimum
values are given which form a band narrower than control limits based on
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the inherent variability of the process, it will he impossible to
manufacture a product that will be within the specification all of the
tire (the percentage outside will naturally depend upon specification
limits and the known standard deviation).
To illustrate one use of control limits, moving means have been
computed for the data and the plots are shown in the following pages.
The moving means are averages of three sample means. The means of
Samples 1, 2 and 3 are averaged and this is the first "moving mean."
Then sample means 2, 3 ar>d ^ are averaged and this is the second moving
mean. This is continued for sample means 3> ^ and 5» etc., and a plot
of the "moving mean" is obtained.
Assumed values used in the determination of control limits are based
on the one-way ANOV and considerations of what is reasonable to expect
based on field experience. The limits are for 3-0 control limits which
would include approximately 99*7 percent of data if a job were operating
in control. Note that even if a job were operating in control, 0.
of the data could fall outside the control limits due to chance variation
alone. If the limits were based on a C.05 a-level, then 95$ °f the data
would fall within the limits in the Ion; run and 5$ could fall outside
the limits due to chance variation alone. This illustrates the point
that because one or two observations fall outside the control limits
does not necessarily mean process has gone "out of control."
Assuming a <x ' of 0.60 for air content by pressure method, 3-0
X _ -
control limits are: X t 1*732 (0.52) or X t 0.90. Applying these limits
to the data plots of Appendix B (Figures 37, 3$ and 39/ it niay t>e noted
that for Site 1 about 15$ of the sample means are outside control limits
hence one would conclude that some adjustments should be made. On Site 2
approximately hO^> of data are outside the limits. The job is in poor
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control, action should be taken. By contrast Site 3 exhibits the best
control, only k'jo of the data falling outside the limits. If the
moving average concept is used (see Figures 25, 26 and 27) the same
general conclusion may be reached and additional information concerning
trends in the data may also be noted which may be valuable in field control
The control limits determined from the assumed values of the
components of variation are shown on the overlay sheets for the data
plots. The 3-o limits are in blue while the 95$ limits are not shown.
These limits are to be considered illustrative only since the variables
of operator and equipment have not been evaluated.
With estimates of the components of variance available it is
possible to ta'ce a critical look at present specifications. As mentioned
previously, even though a process is "in control" if the variability of
the process is high it may be incapable of producing a product always
inside the specification limits. If this is the case, there are several
possible avenues of action. The specifications should be examined to
determine if the limits actually need to be as tight as they are. Also,
the process itself should be examined to determine if any adjustments or
changes are possible which will reduce the inherent variability of the
process itself. This situation also points the way towards acceptance
testing. A process may be operating "in control" and still have the
product falling outside specifications. Operating "in control" does not
insure that a product will meet specifications.
There are other ways of providing control procedures and one such
method is to use tolerance limits. For example, if air content is desired
to be between 4-7$ and the variance is known, then a range of means may
be used. If the variation on a site is known and 3-0 limits determined
to be 5.5*0 * 0.90>, then the average air content can be 5.5$ t 0.6o£, for
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a process in control and the material will meet the specified k-J% air
content providing the process remains in control. Another approach is
to specify a mean and allow a standard deviation range. For example,
specify a mean of S.S, , the standard deviation may then be less than or
equal to 0.5$ for 3-0 limits and the product will pass the K-Tfo specification
limits. Tables can be set up for various means and various standard
deviations, allowing a contractor operating with a known standard
deviation a certain latitude in mean air content. The same may be
accomplished by testing standard deviation and then stating that if a
standard deviation of so much is occurring then the mean air content must
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Air Content by Chace Air Meter,in Percent
Sample
1 5.1 4.2 5.6
2 5-1 7.4 6.0
3 5-6 4.2 3-3
es
4
5 3-7 2.8 3.3
6
7 4.2 4.7 4.7
8 5.6 3-7 4.7
9 6.5 4.7 5.6
10 5.1 6.5 4.7H 3-7 6.5 3.7
12 4.7 3.7 4.2
13 4.7 6.5 6.0
1^ 3-7 3-7 4.2
15 7.4 8.4 6.1
16 4.2 4.2 3.7
17 6.5 7.4 4.7
18 5.6 4.7 6.5
19 3.7 2.8 3.3
20 2.3 2.3 2,8
21 4.7 5.6 6.5
22 2.8 4.7 4.2
















































































JsumLe 1 2 3
1 2.7 2.7 2.2
2 fc.O 3.6 3.1
3 5.3 4.0 3.6
4 4.5 4.0 3.6
5 4.5 4.0 4.5
6 3.6 2.7 4.0
7 U.O 4.0 3.6
8 3.1 2.7 2.7
9 3.1 2.7 3.1
10 3.6 3-6 3.6
11 3.1 4.0 2.7
12 3.6 3.1 2.7
13 3.6 4.5 4.0
14 3.6 3.6 4.5
15 4.5 3.6 3.6
16 3.6 3.6 3.1
17 3.6 3.6 4.0
18 3.1 3.1 3.6
19 5.3 5-3 **.9
20 4.5 4.0 4.0
21 4.0 4.0 3.6
22 5.8 5.3 4.5
23 5-3 6.7 4.9
24 4.9 4.5 4.5
25 5^3 4.5 4.5
26 2.7 5.8 4.0
27 4.0 4.0 3.6
28 3.1 3.6 4.0
29 5.8 6.2 4.5
30 4.0 4.9 4.5
31 2.7 2.7 3.1
32 2.2 3.1 2.7
33 2.2 2.7 2.7
34 2.2 3-1 2.7
35 2.7 3.1 2.7
36 3.1 3.1 3.1
37 3.6 3.6 4.0
38 4.5 4.5 4.5
39 4.9 4.9 4.5
4o 5.3 5.3 4.9
in 5-3 5.8 4.5
1*2 4.0 5.3 4.5
43 3.6 3.1 3.1
44 4.5 4.5 4.5
45 4.0 3.6 3.6
1*6 3.6 4.0 4.0
47 3.6 3.6 3.1
1*8 3.6 4.0 4,0
h9 5.3 6.2 4.5
50 4.0 4.5 4.5
Table 18 9°
Air Content by GhEca Air Ketei; in Percent
Saraple 12 3
1 5-5 5.0 5.0
2 k.6 5.0 5.5
3 k.6 6.k k.6
k k.6 5-0 5.0
5 5*6 5.0 5-6
6 5.5 5.1 k.6
7 5.5 5.5 5.1
8 5-5 5.1 5.5
9 5.5 5-5 6.0
10 k.l 5-1 k.6
11 5.1 k.6 5.1
12 5.1 5-5 k.l
13 k.6 k.6 k.l
Ik 5.1 5.1 5.5
15 5.1 5.5 5-5
16 5.5 6.k 5.1
17 5.1 k.6 5-5
18 6.0 5-5 5-5
19 k.6 5.5 k.l
20 k.6 5.5 k.6
21 k.6 k.6 k.6
22 5.1 5.1 k.6
23 k.6 5.1 5.5
2k k.6 5.1 5.5
25 5-5 5.5 5.1
26 k.6 k.6 k.6
27 3-7 k.l k.l
28 5-1 6.0 5.5
29 5-1 5.5 5.1
30 5.1 5.5 5.5
31 5.5 6.0 6.k
32 5.1 5-5 5.5
33 k.6 k.6 6.0
3k 5.1 5.5 5.5
35 3.7 k.6 k.6
36 k.6 k.6 5,5
37 k.6 k.l k.6
38 5-5 5-5 5.5
39 k.l k.6 k.6
ko k.6 5.5 k.6
kl 5-5 5.0 5-5
k2 3.7 k.l k.l
k3 k.l 5.0 3.7
kk 6.0 5.5 5-5
k5 5.5 6.0 5-0
k6 5.0 k.6 6.k
k7 5.0 5.0 5.0
kQ k.6 5.0 k.l
k9 5.5 k.6 5-5
50 5.0 5.5 k.6
v
Table 19
SluaP s in inches
Site 1
Observation
Sample 1 4 2 3
1 3.50 3.00 2.25
2 3.75 3.50 2.75
3 2,25 2.00 2.00
** 2.25 3.00 2.25
5 2.00 I.50 1.50
6 5.50 3.50 2.50
7 2.25 2.25 2.25
8 ^.75 fc.50 3.75
9 2.50 2.25 2.25
10 4.00 4.00 3.50
11 6.00 3.75 4.25
12 4.00 If.25 3.50
13 1.50 1.50 1.00
Ifc 2.50 2.75 2.25
3-5 3.00 3.50 3.00
16 3.00 3.00 2.75
17 3.75 3.50 I.50
18 i.eo 1.00 0.50
19 3.25 3.00 2.25
20 3.00 2.75 2.50
21 2.75 2.50 2.50
22 3.00 3.00 3.00
23 3.00 3.00 2.75
2}* 3.00 3.00 3.00
25 0.50 0.75 0.50
26 2.50 2.00 2o25
27 2.75 2.75 2.50
28 3»75 4.25 4.00
29 3.50 3.25 3.75
30 5.00 5.25 4.50
31 1.75 2.00 1.50
32 1.75 1.75 0.75
33 4.50 4.25 4.00
3^ 3.00 3.00 3.00
35 4.00 5.50 3.75
36 2.50 2.75 2.25
37 2.75 3.25 2.75
38 7.75 6.50 7.50
39 3.75 3.25 3.00w 2.50 2.50 2.25
Jn 2.50 2.75 2.25
^2 4.25 4.50 4.25
43 3.00 3.00 3.50
f* 2.50 3.00 3.00
^5 1.00 1.00 1.00
?
6 2.00 2.25 2.00
)l
4.75 3.75 ' 3.50^ ^.00 4.00 3.50
k9 3.00 3.50 2.00
50 3.50 3.50 3.75
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Sample 1 2 3
1 3.00 2.75 2.50
2 4.00 2.75 3.25
3 3.25 4.00 4.00
h 3.50 3.75 3.75
5 5.50 5.25 4.25
6 2.50 2.50 2.25
7 2.50 2.75 2.50
8 3.50 3-25 3-75
9 2.25 2.25 2.0O
3.0 3.25 3.00 2.75
11 2.00 2.25 2.00
12 2.00 2.25 2.00
13 1.00 1.75 1.25
14 2.75 3.00 3.25
15 3.50 3.50 3-50
16 3-50 3.50 3-00
17 2.75 3.00 3-00
IB 2.75 2.00 2.00
19 3.50 3.50 3.75
20 3.00 3.00 3.00
21 2.25 2.00 2.00
22 4.50 3.50 3.25
23 2.75 3.00 2.25
24 2.25 2.25 2.50
25 2.50 2.00 2.50
26 2.25 2.50 2.50
27 2.75 3.00 2.75
28 3.00 2.50 1.75
29 2.50 3.00 2.50
30 3.00 3.00 2.75
31 4.00 2.75 3.00
32 5.50 6.00 5.50
33 3.75 3.75 3.25
34 4.50 4.50 4.50
35 2.75 4.00 2.75
36 3.75 3.50 3-50
37 3.50 2.75 2.75
38 3.50 3.50 3.25
39 2.75 3.75 2.5C
40 2.75 3.25 3.25
41 3.50 3.50 3.C0
42 2.25 3.00 2.50
43 2.50 2.25 2»25
44 4.50 5.00 4.50
45 3.50 3.00 3.00
46 3.50 3.50 3.25
47 3.00 2.75 3.25
48 3.50 3.00 3.00
h9 3.25 3-75 3.25
50 3.50 3.75 3.50
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Sample
1 3.50 3.50 3-50
2 2.25 2.50 2.50
3 1.50 I.50 I.75
k 2.25 2.25 2.00
5 2.25 2.25 2.25
6 2.75
7 U.50 1^.25 U.50
8 2.75 2.50 2.50
9 3.75 3.50 3.25
10 2.75 2.50 2.75
11 1.75 2.00 I.50
12 ^.25 4.75 4.50
13 3.50 3.50 3.50
1^ 3.50 .. 1^.50 3.50
15 ^.50 1*.75 ^.25
16 7.00 7.25 7.50
17 3.50 3-75 3.25
18 3.75 3.50 3-75
19 2.75 2.75 2.50
20 3.50 3.75 J+.25
21 3.50 3.50 3-75
22 3.25 3.25 3^25
23 2.50 2.75 2.75
2k 2.75 2.75 2.50
25 3.75 ^.00 3.75
26 1.25 1.25 1.50
27 1.00 0.50 0.75
28 2.25 3.00 3.00
29 2.25 2.25 2.25
30 3.00 3.50 3.75
31 ^.25 3.50 3.25
32 2.75 2.25 2.25
33 1.50 1.75 1.00
3k 2.25 2.50 2.75
35 2.50 2.75 2.00
36 3.50 U.00 3.50
37 2.50 2.25 2.50
38 2.50 3.00 2.75
39 2.50 2.00 2.25
to 3*25 3.50 3.50M 3.50 3.75 U.50
te 2.75 3.50 3.50
^3 2.75 2.50 2.75
kk 3.00 3.00 2.75
^5 3.75 3.75 3.50w 2.50 2.00 2.25
^7 2.50 2.75 2.50
*& 3.25 3.50 3.75
^9 3.75 3.50 3.75
50 2.50 3.50 3.50
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Table 22










































































































Unit Weight, in lbs./cu.JEt.
Site 2
Observation
Sample 1 2 3
1 153*21* 152.98 150.1*8
2 150.28 151.72 152.38
3 150.18 150.78 152.08
k 11*9.28 151.38 151.88
5 11*8.08 11*9.1*8 150.68
6 150.68 152.78 11*6.78
7 11*9-78 150.68 152.70
8 150.30 152.88 152.60
9 151.70 153.18 153.70
10 151.90 151.98 152.68
11 151.61* 152.30 152.16
12 152.61* 152.56 152.88
13 152.20 151.80 11*6.06
11* 151.28 151.08 152.68
15 11*9-62 151.66 152.68
16 150.1*1* 151.96 152.1*2
17 150.08 151.72 151.1*0
18 151.78 150.98 1U9.31*
19 11*7-28 11*9.88 150.61*
20 150.10 150.80 151.28
21 150.58 150.1*0 151.31*
22 11*8.92 11*9.71* 151.08
23 1U9J& 150.68 151.20
21* 11*9.1*1* 150.71* 150. 91*
25 11*7.96 11*9- ll* 11*8.1*8
26 11*9.32 150.38 151.58
27 11*8.Ol* 150.70 150.88
28 11*8.1*1* 150.30 11*9.52
29 11*8.68 11*9.26 150.72
30 11*9.56 l!*9.l*0 150.08
31 151.66 153.38 152.76
32 11*9.52 150.01* 151.1*0
33 150.92 150.60 152.1*6
31* il*9.70 11*9.50 150.72
35 151.00 151.36 152.30
36 11*8.68 1U9.58 11*9.98
37 11*7.1*8 ll*9.2l* 11*8.92
38 11*8.38 11*7.76 11*8.98
39 1U7.18 11*8.28 1*8.86
1*0 11*9.88 150.01* 151.06
1*1 11*7.68 11*8.96 11*9.1*2
1*2 11*8.82 151.16 150.56
1*3 IU9.5I* 150.70 150.82
1*1* 11*9.28 150.36 151.12
1*5 11*9.30 150.01* 11*9.90
1*6 11*7.1*8 11*8.86 ll*8.8l*
1*7 11*8.82 ll*9.li* 11*9.78
1*8 ll*9.l*l* 11*9.68 150.90
1*9 11*7.1*6 11*8.61* 11*8.80
50 ll*7.2l* ll*8.8l* 11*9.1*8
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Table 2l*
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Site 1 Site 2 Site 3 Overall
Pressure **. 47733 4. 20733 4.50733 4.39733
Chace U. 31800 3.92133 5.0U933 4.42955
Slump 2.99500 3.09167 3.03500 3.04056
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Calculations of the Standard Deviation of Site Means

















95$ Confidence Limits on Site Mean
(df : 1U7, a = 0.05)
+ 1.98 (0.1000) . + 0.198
+ I.98 (0.1077) r + 0.213
+ 1.98 (0.lUl45) = + 0.280
+ 1.98 (0.1533) r + 0.304
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95$ Confidence Limits on Sample Mean
(df » 300, a B 0.05
Pressure Meter: + I.96 (0.16208) s + 0.318
Chace Meter: + I.96 (O.31785) = + 0.623
Slump: + I.96 (O.213U5) . + 0.U18




















Calculations for 3-D Control Limits
. - o o o
trol Limits = _ -*• \ —I— + a
c
(a "" and a *~ from Factorial Analysis)
JZ V 3
Air Content by Pressure Meter:
s e s
X t A v / 0.02627 - 1«23
Air Content bv Chace Meter:
K 1" ^r
v /





pr Jo.6k r> r)6 + 0. ')%!?-' = x "1 1.73
Unit Weight:
x
r ^ J 0.38186 + 0.79^30 I 1.89
V3
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si Limits from Assumed values or a ana a
e s
based on One-\.av ANOV's.
Calculation of 3-0 Control V f d o
Air Content by Pressure Meter:
assumed a '" = 0.06
e
2 ^ nrassumed a = 0.0
s
x i ^J ^# + 0.25 = x + 0.90
Air Content by Chace Meter:








assumed a = 0.09
e
assumed a ^ = 0.60
s
I + J. fo^i + .6o = f + 1>37
Unit Weight:
assumed c '" = 0.1+5
e
2
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Tests for Significance of Correlation Coefficients (All Sites)





Pressure vs. Chace: t , R =
G ' tj0t0 — \TTkT = 9.2675
l '°
\|l - (0.6060)-




V 1 - (0.3368)"
Pressure vs. Unit Weight: t , q - ,
°'^ ?* -, W 148 " - 8.635I1W
\jl- (0.5491)-




, WlUS' = 1.5900^5
\/l - (0.1296)
d
Chace vs. Unit Weight: t y =
0,(M
' WT48" = 10.
V 1 - (0.6445)
Slump vs. Unit Weight: t ,
ft
=
C - lo5° WlUS' - 2.2977^° \/l - (0.1856)^ V
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TESTS FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS
PRESSURE V. CHA.CE METER PER SITE









-,°-'iri0 ...f&rU - (.5130)<
'M '





V 1 - (0.7283)
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:>ite 1 Site P Site 3
*
1
Sample * r 3 observations per sample
3
50 samples for each of 3 sites
d. . = d . ....
i, j site j difference
Difference notation: d. , = * - *
i,l 1 2
d. „ = *, - *„
1,2 1 3
d = * _ *
1,3 3
d. . i = site
j = difference


